Los Angeles Hunter Jumper Association
Rule changes effective 01/01/2017
PART II: ANNUAL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS AND POINT SYSTEM
Section 5: POINTS
h. If the Jr/Am/AO Jumper section or class(es) within the section does not fill at a given show, the open (non-restricted) jumper
class of the same height will count for points. To receive points towards Jr/Am/AO standings from open classes, a copy of the
official horse show results must be submitted to the LAHJA within 15 days of the horse show. Only the first four numbered
classes competed in (plus the Classic) will count for points
i. Jumper classics or stakes held separately from a regular jumper section that correspond with the year-end categories LAHJA
offers will count toward year-end points. Points will be calculated using the same format as regular section classes. To count, the
classic or stake must restrict entry by rider (Chidren’s, Adult, Junior, Amateur, etc.). If an individual competes in more than one
classic or stake at a given horse show, only the highest (within the height range of 1.20M to 1.30M) will count for points.

Part VII: LAHJA MEDAL CLASSES
Section 2: LAHJA LA SADDLERY JUNIOR MEDAL CLASS
Section 3: LAHJA LA SADDLERY SENIOR MEDAL CLASS

Part IX: ‘A’ YEAR END AWARD CATEGORIES
Unless noted, USHJA Zone 10 Specifications will be followed.
PRE-GREEN HUNTER
GREEN HUNTER

3'
3’ and 3’3” (one year end award)

JUNIOR.AMATEUR/AMATEUR OWNER – 1.20M TO 1.30M
Fences 1.20M to 1.30M. Any class at a show open to Junior, Amateur, and/or Amateur Owner Jumpers held at 1.20M,
1.25M, and 1.30M will count for points. Classes with names such as “Modified” or other descriptors will count for points as
long as the fence height requirements are met and the rider definitions are met. Classes may be titled with any combination of
the above, such as Junior/Amateur, Junior/ Amateur Owner, etc.
If the Jr/Am/AO Jumper section or a class(es) within the section do not fill at a given show, the open (non-restricted) jumper
class of the same height will count for points. To receive points towards Jr/Am/AO standings from open classes, a copy of
the official horse show results must be submitted to the LAHJA within 15 days of the horse show.
Only the first four numbered classes competed in (plus the Classic) will count for points.

Part X: ‘B’ YEAR END AWARD CATEGORIES
OPPORTUNITY INTRO RIDER SECTION – This is a rider award.
Open to riders as defined by the USEF rules for Opportunity. This is a rider award.
Shows may offer a maximum of five classes from the list below:
Opportunity Intro Rider Hunters (no more than two classes)
Opportunity Intro Rider Equitation Over Fences (no more than two classes)
Opportunity Intro Rider Equitation Flat
Opportunity Intro Rider Pleasure
Fence heights: 12" - 18" and cross rails are permissible providing they are within the height range. No oxers or combinations are allowed.

Part XI: ‘A’ and ‘B’ APPROVED MEDAL CLASSES
LAHJA LA SADDLERY JUNIOR HUNTER SEAT MEDAL (3’ in ‘B’ and 3’3” in ‘A’)
LAHJA LA SADDLERY SENIOR HUNTER SEAT MEDAL (3’ in ‘B’ and 3’3” in ‘A’)

